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the rundown: its not often i find a new artist and am like, "oh man, this is pretty good," but this guy has some pretty good stuff! i heard a ton of good stuff, when i first looked at this. but this song had the one problem i cant stand.
producers should, at minimum, make music that has 3 or 4 parts. 3 for the verses, 1 for the chorus, and one for the drop. the chorus is there only to be in the same chord progression as the drop. having a solid chorus sometimes can
make up for a lack of progression, however. this song has a weak chorus, and i would also say the chorus lacks variation, in the same way that chorus of more & more wasnt a very good chorus. i dont like all the modulations in the
verses (probably just a preference), but i think its a fun track. if your into the type of randomness that royalty-free soulful midi has, you should take a look at its free loops and sounds. i got a great vocal loop out of this, and i think they
came in handy for this type of track. the rundown: while vektroid has been putting out some awesome free releases for awhile now on its channel, aikowicked, not all of its free sounds are great quality. but thats not to say it isnt good
quality, its just, maybe not as good as vektroid. therefore, its a shame i cant buy this (buy more of them by clicking here) because its a really nice track from the 80s and a brand new sample pack from a big name in the edm/dubstep
scene, no joke. this is a super light drum track. its got a little bit of an open feel to it, but its not really a typical funk rock track. definitely one of the weaker tracks on the album, but i think its really interesting in terms of tempo. the
slow parts, like around the 5 minute mark, really play to the drubs of the track.
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the rundown: why yes, you are seeing this correctly. i remember the last time i did a review of some content on soundcloud, theres always the fear youll see this again. the fact that its a brand new account (literally, a mere 3 months
old) means its legit as one of the few companies i would trust to put out high-quality, royalty free, packs. 3 years later, and theyre still around and producing, and they still supply us with free packs. you wont see this ever again. the

rundown: this track is pretty self-explanatory. its a great acid inspired track with a heavy shuffle going on throughout. theres a lot of interesting sounds and textures in here that are a great place for inspiration. defintely worth
checking out for fun stuff. the rundown: for some reason, it seems like most producers are using the same few production tools on a song-to-song basis. if this were a film, theres a good chance that i would watch a movie a few times,
and get a good feel for whats going on. this is the way an edm song plays out in my head. there are some nice melodic parts, but theres nothing particularly memorable here. i had the great pleasure of recording a remix of one of my
all time favorite songs 'days go by' from dirty vegas - the la based quartet fronted by paul robb. dirty vegas is one of the best bands around at the moment. aside from being one hell of a great up and coming band, paul robb is one of
the greatest vocalists around, along with being a great band. the song is so chill and funky. (cool or as i would say: cool) the remix rocks, and while somewhat mimicry of the original, it has it own twist, making it new yet still retaining

the vibe of the original. this version has an added bass line, which gives this one a little more edge. 5ec8ef588b
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